
TOTON FUEL LINE STORE/MAINTENANCE OFFICE ‘OO’ GAUGE LASER CUT KIT
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS - REVISED ROOF VERSION

PLEASE NOTE:
MDF can have a tolerance of +/-2 and therefore please allow this when fitting items and we

recommend a dry test fit prior to see if any items require minimal sanding.

NB: please ensure adequate ventilation and use a mask if sanding is required.

PLEASE READ THROUGH INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE FITTING

1. Glue the external skeleton framework 4 walls and internal partition wall to the base using PVA glue
or equivalent, wiping away any excess with a damp brush. Then simply place the roof base onto the
protruding lugs to keep the framework in position whilst drying. DO NOT GLUE THE ROOF BASE!
Allow to dry.
2. Remove the roof base. Paint the cabin floor and outside step in a concrete colour. NOTE: By
painting the floor, you are adding a thickness to the floor. The interior brick panels and interior
doors have taken this into account and have been reduced. Further trimming may be required
depending on what you do with the flooring. I used Pheonix Precision Weathered Concrete (Matt) to
do this but other products can be used and this is down to personal preference. The window Ledges
and lintels can also be painted at the same time if you are doing them with the same paint (they will
need cutting out from their sprues with a sharp knife/blade) I use some masking tape and double-side
it, place onto your work surface and then gently put the ledges onto the masking tape with the inner
edge facing down as this is the side that will glue to the window when in place, so we do not need to
paint this side. You should be able to paint all the other sides in one go. Allow to dry. Repeat with the
window lintels.
3. (Optional - Give all the interior brickwork panels a light coating of white primer or if you prefer
another colour then do that). - This will make all the bricks around the edges a little brittle, so do this
at your own risk. Then make sure you prime or paint the inner edges of the window surrounds to
match, especially if you don’t prime the bricks as you will have a brown card colour around the
window edges! Allow to dry.
4. Paint the windows in white primer (there is 1 spare window included within the kit, so worth
painting them all at the same time and do this while they are still in the sprue). You will need to mask
over the two doors and lintels prior to painting the windows if you haven’t removed them. Allow To
dry. Turn over and repeat the process. Using a sharp knife/blade, cut the windows out of the sprue
and move to one side ready for fitting the glass. You may need to lightly sand the edges after cutting
them out. DO THIS CAREFULLY, as these windows are 1mm thick and fragile.
5. Now, paint one side of each of the two interior doors in the colour of your choice and also paint
the doors on the front skeleton framework (MAKE SURE YOU GET THE INTERNAL DOORS THE RIGHT
WAY AROUND TO MATCH DOOR HANDLES & HOLE SHOULD YOU WISH TO ADD HANDLES). Also,
paint the front door framework surround pieces and glass surrounds. Allow to dry.
6. The small glass panes should come out of its template without too much resistance. The front door
glass panes are extremely small, so don’t drop/lose them! If they don’t want to come out, use your
blade to run down the lines of the panes and this will help. Be careful not to cut through them!
7. You will notice, the windows frames have an engraved line down the middle on one side only. This
is the front facing side, so the glass panes need to be glued to the other side. I use a small amount of
Super Phatic glue (very thin and easy to apply). Use a very thin brush or cocktail stick to run some glue
around the frame of the window. Using some tweezers, carefully lift up each pane of glass and fit



onto the window frame. Once on, you can use your fingers to manipulate it into its correct position if
needed. Allow to dry. Repeat the process with the other 4 window panes.
The two small front doors panes need to be glued to the inside of the skeleton frame around the hole,
using the same method as above. Allow to dry. The fitting of the interior door will hide the door pane
edges.
8. Now, it’s time to fit the windows into the skeleton frame window recesses. Dry test fit the
windows to make sure that they fit and that you haven’t added too much paint to the window recess
or outer edge of the window. Lightly sand if any adjustment is required. I started at the rear of the
building, adding a small amount of Super Phatic glue around the window recess. I then tipped the
building on its edge so that the window holes are now flush with my work surface. Grab each of the
two rear windows and fit from the inside (making sure you have the window, the right way around!)
and with the end of a cocktail stick or brush, make sure that the window frame that you’ve just placed
in is flush with the bottom as it can be. Do the same with the second window. Once done, lift up the
building gently and check from the other side that the windows are nice and flush. Adjust if necessary.
Allow to dry.
Repeat this process with all the other windows. When you come to do the front window, the door
step will stop the building from fitting flush to your work bench, so you may need to move to the edge
of your work bench to allow the window to sit flush.
Take your time doing these. Allow to dry.
9. Now we turn our attention to the inner brickwork sections. DRY TEST FIT FIRST. As you may have
already lightly primed these, additional paint will have settled on the edges of each section, so we
always recommend a dry test first in case you need to lightly sand the edges to make fit. Once happy,
you have the option to add the two inner door frames onto the brickwork sections where it shows the
door frames. A very small amount of glue is required here. Place into position and hold for a few
seconds to bond. Allow to dry. Fit the front brickwork pieces first, using a small amount of glue on the
back of the card, place into position and press firmly against the skeleton framework to bond. Repeat
by doing the back brickwork sections next. The side sections are the ones that will more than likely be
a tight fit, so check and make good if required. Cover the backs of the card with a small amount of
glue. Press and hold so they fit snug against the framework everywhere. Allow to dry.
10. You can now glue the two interior doors into position. Again, depending on what you have done
with the flooring , these two doors may need some slight trimming.MAKE SURE YOU MATCH THE
WINDOW HOLES THOUGH! Allow to dry
11. Paint the external brickwork pieces in the colour/s of your choice using either acrylic or enamel
paints (or both!) Lightly paint the ends where the bricks protrude out otherwise when you come to
glue these to the building, the paint may stop these from butting together. You can glue these to the
framework prior to painting if preferred.
Place the roof base back onto the the framework and then glue all the external brickwork to the
frame using a thin layer of glue. The brickwork ends should slot into each corner and make any
adjustments if necessary before the glue goes off. When all four pieces are in position and dried,
remove the roof base. If you didn’t paint the brickwork prior to fitting, now is the time. Be careful not
to get any paint on the doors and windows. Allow to dry. You can add a mortar to the bricks if
required. There are a number of techniques that you can do to achieve this.
12. This kit now has a revised roof now that further photos of the real building have come to light.
The roof is made up of three sections, the base, the top outer frame (you can dispose of the internal
part of this, it was enclosed to assist protection) and the card inlay.
Glue the top outer frame to the roof base , using the drain pipe hole as a guide. There should be equal
distance around the edges of the roof base. Glue the underside of the card and then fit into position.
This should also help line up the outer frame too.
Allow to dry, then the roof outer sides and underneath around 1-1.5mm will require painting.
Once this is dry, you can then paint the top outer frame and finally finish off the card section with
either paint or glue a light dusting of thin sand or equivalent to give the roof some texture. Paint
accordingly and allow to dry. Fit the roof back on and use a weight on top to make sure that the roof
hasn’t bowed during glueing and painting. This will help if it has, but don’t use too heavy a weight!
Also, check underneath the roof that there are no unsightly gaps in your painting.
13. You can now glue all the window ledges and lintels into place. Allow to dry.
14. The add the exterior door frames if required but make sure the top lintel is in place as the door
frame height has allowed for this.



15. The brass rod that comes with the kit for the drain pipe will need to be fitted into place and glued.
Cut accordingly to fit from your baseboard to the roof base hole. Paint the brass rod prior to glueing
into position, leaving the top part that is hidden unpainted, otherwise it may not fit through!
You could mark the bottom of the drain pipe and drill a small hole into the baseboard to secure
further.
16. Both front doors have a very minute hole for adding a door handle of some kind if you want to.
A thin piece of fuse wire may just do the job with some cutting and bending!

JOB DONE! CONGRATULATIONS ON COMPLETING YOUR KIT.

Now its time to add some interior features and don’t forget to weather you building too.

We look forward to seeing your finished kit on your layout.
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